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WE FOCUS ON INNOVATION. 

Our passion for mountaineering and outdoor experiences is just as boundless as 

our claim to innovation since 1969. As a pioneer, ZANIER launched the world's 

first heating gloves in 1999, and have significantly increased our competence in 

the heating segment since then. We are taking the twentieth anniversary of our 

HEAT Technology as an occasion for two brand-new heating models. 

We remain a pioneer in the use of innovative materials, as the only glove 

manufacturer with THINDOWN FLEX. In product development, we were in close 

dialogue with our end consumers in 2019 as part of a modern open 

innovation project for glove design. 

 

WE FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY.  

Our commitment as a family business is to be the only glove manufacturer 

worldwide with a CO2-neutral collection. We want to preserve the natural 

and cultural space of our home, our playground, which is worth protecting for our 

children and grandchildren. But climate protection knows no boundaries, which is 

why we are setting an example worldwide. 

 

Climate neutral means the CO2 emissions in our value creation chain are 

calculated and offset by our support of internationally recognised climate 

protection projects. As well as reducing and avoiding emissions, offsetting them is 

also an important step in integral climate protection. 

 

In line with this philosophy, sustainable materials such as TIROLWOOL®, 

PRIMALOFT® GOLD INSULATION DOWN BLEND and PRIMALOFT® SILVER 

INSULATION BIO, SYMPATEX® as ecological, fully recyclable membrane as well 

as loden and new wool from Austria are used in our collection.    
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We focus on our Heat Technology, since 1999. 
6 models. 

 

As a pioneer, we launched the world's first heating gloves in 1999, and have 

significantly increased our competence in the heating segment since then. As the 

HEAT.STX gloves, the HOT.STX mittens and as a specially developed flying 

sport model AVIATOR.GTX with GORE-TEX with Gore plus Warm Technology 

and PRIMALOFT® GOLD INSULATION ECO the heating gloves have become 

one of the most important winter accessories for many winter sports enthusiasts. 

 

The ZANIER Heat Technology is based on highly developed textile heat elements 

and a unique electronic control system. The robust lithium ion batteries which weigh 

just 60 g provide heat at three different levels for up to ten hours. They are invisibly 

concealed in the glove cuff and you can hardly feel them. The gloves' heating 

system is easy to operate with a single switch on the battery. The flame shaped 

light shows the chosen heating level (yellow, orange, red). The supplied USB 

charger unit recharges the batteries overnight. 

 

We are taking the twentieth anniversary of Heat Technology as an 

occasion for two brand-new heating models: as a recreational accessory 

URBAN HEAT is a high-quality model made of soft goatskin with warm LOFT 

insulation and totally suitable for use in town. The touch function allows you to 

operate smartphones easily. 

 

The thin HEAT LINER is ideal for high activity levels such as ski tours: a thin, 

heatable fleece glove with LOFT insulation and touch function. In cold weather or 

downhill, the HEAT SHELL can be quickly covered, with ecological SYMPATEX® 

membrane for additional heat and waterproofing. With LEASH, the HEAT SHELL 

practically dangles on the wrist when it is not needed. 

  

HEAT LINER 
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We focus on our Sport Pro Gloves. 
10 models. 

 

Equipment for the most demanding requirements needs superb materials, high 

functionality and excellent workmanship. That is why we work with numerous 

cooperation partners in professional sports, with the Austrian mountain rescue 

service or with passionate mountaineering enthusiasts who are valuable initiators 

in product development. 

 

The highlight in the Sport Pro range is the ARCTIC.PLD, which we developed in 

cooperation with freerider Matthias "Hauni" Haunholder, for his northernmost ski 

run on Elsmere Island in the Canadian Arctic. Which is precisely where the 

equipment must be 100% reliable: high-quality and robust microfibre and soft 

goatskin with reinforcement in the critical area between index finger and thumb. 

PRIMALOFT® Gold Insulation Down Blend insulation keeps hands warm in 

extreme conditions and even in the wet thanks to a combination of PRIMALOFT® 

fibres and genuine, water-repellent down. The insulation is fast-drying and 

compressible – so it fits into any backpack. Anyone who needs even more warmth 

can use the inclusive Merino liner with touch function. The result from Hauni: Arctic-

approved. 

 

THIN DOWN FLEX is used in the SPEED PRO.TD – we are the only glove 

manufacturer to use this unique fabric already for its second season. With genuine, 

exclusively certified down incorporated, the material is still compressed and 

flexible. Not only the British ski and snowboard team relies on the GATE KILLER 

racing models as gloves and mittens: the leather gloves with TPU protectors offer 

protection and the high-quality workmanship with goatskin, neoprene and silicone 

print turn the models into high-performance gloves. 

  

ARCTIC.PLD 
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The HOCHGALL.TW with extreme tactility was developed together with the 

professionals from the Austrian mountain rescue service for outdoor enthusiasts 

with high activity levels. Sustainable TIROLWOOL® is extremely breathable and 

provides the perfect climate, this top model is complemented with robust and 

comfortable materials such as 4-way stretch, goatskin and Amara. The practical 

snap hook makes it easy to attach the gloves to the backpack. 

 

We focus on our Sport Gloves. 
24 models. 

 

With the CO2 neutrality of our products, we want to be the only glove 

manufacturer to set an example. The recyclable PRIMALOFT® SILVER 

INSULATION BIO is in line with our values of sustainability and environmental 

protection. The insulation is a revolutionary advancement in sustainability. Derived 

from the first-ever biodegradable synthetic insulation fibers*, it is also made from 

100% post-consumer recycled material. In the FÜGEN.STX model, PRIMALOFT® 

SILVER INSULATION BIO delivers unparalleled warmth, making the model 

extremely lightweight and compressible. We use the waterproof, ecological 

SYMPATEX® membrane, high-quality goatskin, microfibre and give the top model 

a practical leash. 

 

The ZENITH.GTX models as gloves, trigger and mittens with GORE-TEX with 

Gore Active Technology are optimised for maximum breathability. The models 

made of the finest sheep's leather on the back of the hand and palm come with PU 

patches, silicone print and warm LOFT insulation. 

 

*93,8% biodegradation in 586 days under ASTM D5511 conditions (landfill environment); 65,5% 

biodegradation in 639 days under ASTM D6691 conditions (marine/ocean environment). The 

stated rate and extent of degradation do not mean that the product will continue to degrade.   

HOCHGALL.TW 

FÜGEN.STX 
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We focus on our Crystal Gloves. 
3 models. 

 

Two traditional companies with roots and heart in Tyrol and high quality standards 

– a collaboration is obvious here. Original Swarovski Crystals have repeatedly 

been used for ZANIER's high-end ladies line over the years. The CRYSTAL 

VOGUE mittens are also made of Austrian loden and insulated with warm down. 

The palm is made of soft sheep's leather. PRIMALOFT® and SYMPATEX® provide 

function in the CRYSTAL LECH.STX gloves: they are waterproof and pleasantly 

warm, the teddy fleece lining provides a pleasant feel.  

The CRYSTAL URBAN with Swarovski Crystals is the eye-catcher in town and 

made of extremely elegant materials: goatskin outside, comfortable cashmere 

lining inside and touch function to operate your mobile phone with gloves on. 

 

We focus on our Sport Chic Gloves. 
13 models. 

 

 
The ZANIER ladies line has always stood for zeitgeist & style. We also demonstrate 

both of these in this collection and as pioneers, we called on our community to 

design their favourite glove as part of an open innovation project in 2019. As a 

result, we were not only in dialogue as usual with designers, professional athletes, 

mountaineering and outdoor enthusiasts in product development but with our 

customers too. The result is MAGDALENA.GTX by Magdalena Winkler. The 

sporty model reflects our love for the mountains – the lines symbolise the heartbeat 

of an athlete during an outdoor experience at the summit. We refined Magdalena 

Winkler's design with high-quality materials and practical features into a top model: 

waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX performance membrane, soft Polartec® 

lining, light and soft PRIMALOFT® insulation. Made from comfortable 4-way 

stretch material and fine goatskin. 

CRYSTAL VOGUE 

MAGDALENA.GTX 
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Styles VOGUE and VOGUE MITTEN with sheepskin shell and trendy wool cuff 

are insulated with real down and therefore not only a fashion-statement, but also 

comfortably warm.   

 

The innovative use of THINDOWN FLEX in glove production premièred at ZANIER 

as the only glove manufacturer to use it in the 2019/20 collection, and has been 

extended to the women's models in the current collection. This insulates the elegant, 

clean women's IGLS.STX gloves and IGLS.STX MITTEN, which are made of 

microfibre and goatskin, soft teddy fleece lining and a waterproof and ecological 

SYMPATEX® membrane. 

 

The sporty WAGRAIN.TW made of 4-way stretch and goatskin is insulated with 

sustainable TIROLWOOL® and is waterproofed ecologically using the recyclable, 

climate-neutral SYMPATEX® membrane. 

 

The SERFAUS.STX is a sporty-elegant women's model with HEAT PAD pockets 

on the back of the hand for extreme temperatures. The LOFT insulation also keeps 

you warm and the ecological SYMPATEX® membrane keeps you dry. A special 

eye-catcher is the 2052 colour version in digital camo with natural tones. 

 

  

VOGUE 
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We focus on our Youth Gloves. 
13 models. 

 
As always, the Junior segment is not only highly functional, but also loud in design 

and colour. The top model POLAR DOWN Juniors mittens declare war on Arctic 

temperatures with REAL DOWN insulation. The model in 4-way stretch and 

goatskin is also available in the trendy colour camouflage. The GORE-TEX 

MELLAU.GTX and MELLAU.GTX MITTEN models are also available in 

camouflage colour, the design is even printed with silicone on the palm. 

 

The well-established SILLIAN.STX and SILLIAN.STX MITTEN models are 

sustainably manufactured with SYMPATEX® and PRIMALOFT® GOLD 

INSULATION ECO. The styles come in 6 casual colour versions on the back of the 

hand and palm, where one of them has mountain contour lines that reflect our 

origin and homeland. 

 

We focus on our Kids Gloves. 
11 models. 

 

For the really young ones, the focus is not only on versatile, easy-to-use fastening 

solutions but also on extreme warmth. With POLAR DOWN KIDS, toddlers are 

perfectly protected in the most adverse temperatures and without activity, as the 

genuine down is fixed in chambers and provides even more warmth in areas 

sensitive to the cold. The extra long cut GIANT.STX mittens are new: the long cuff 

prevents snow from getting in. We use ecological materials here too: 

PRIMALOFT® GOLD INSULATION ECO keeps children's hands warm, 

SYMPATEX® keeps them dry. The teddy fleece lining is particularly soft and 

pleasant even on sensitive children's skin. 

 

 

  

MELLAU.GTX 

POLAR DOWN KIDS 
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We focus on our Urban Gloves. 
6 models. 

 

In the Urban segment, we are transferring our 50 years of expertise from sports to 

the Lifestyle segment. Elegant, functional gloves that not only demonstrate style but 

also function in everyday use. All 6 models come with touch function to operate 

touchscreens with the gloves on, as should be the case when out and about. The 

CULT and CHIC models in fine goatskin are new and real highlights. One eye-

catcher with CULT is the modern and at the same time functional strap on the back 

of the hand with press studs for the perfect fit. The elegant mountain-shaped rivet 

on the back of the CHIC's hand makes fashionistas' hearts beat faster. Both models 

feature exclusive cashmere lining. 

 

We focus on our Outdoor Gloves. 
8 models. 

 

The multifunctional gloves with a lot of tactility and style are ideal accessories for 

outdoor experiences and leisure in summer and winter. In the top model WAVE 

we rely on PRIMALOFT® Performance Fabric, the result is outstanding thermal 

performance with high tactility. TOUR uses GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 

WINDSTOPPER® Technology to make the gloves windproof, breathable and fast-

drying. 

 

The retro style NATURAL is sustainable at the same time: the virgin wool mittens 

are made using regional materials in Austria. 

  

CHIC 

TOUR 
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We focus on our Sport XC Gloves. 
5 models. 

 

The SKATER model with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® Technology 

is new to the range – it is windproof, breathable, water-repellent and fast-drying. 

The sophisticated workmanship ensures the perfect fit, the palm is made of non-

slip, robust Amara. 

 

We focus on Accessoires. 
16 products. 

 

We have been adding to our glove collection for many years with everything that 

turns a day outdoors into an outdoor experience. The focus: function. Silk and 

merino mask and glove linings, multifunctional scarves and headbands, heating 

pads for hands and feet. We launched our range of backpacks last year, which 

has been extended by two models to 4 backpacks: 

 

BACKPACK TOUR offers a volume of 30 litres with ideal division of space and 

additional storage space in the top and side compartments plus attachment with 

outlet for a hydration system. The integrated rain cover protects the backpack from 

the wet in the event of sudden changes in the weather, a practical seat pad is also 

included and virtually disappears in the back section. Thanks to the comfortable 

and padded straps, there is nothing standing in the way of a longer tour without 

painful shoulders. 

  

SKATER 

BACKPACK TOUR 
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With a volume of 20 litres, the BACKPACK TRAIL offers optimum space for a day 

trip. Here, too, we have attached great importance to an ideal division of space 

inside, outside compartments offer space for a mobile phone, tissues, and an 

integrated net makes it easy to attach the helmet to the backpack. The reflective 

print makes it visible even in difficult lighting conditions, and the integrated whistle 

on the strap is another safety aspect. 

www.zanier.com 

www.facebook.com/zaniergloves 

www.instagram.com/zaniergloves 

www.mymountainpassion.com 
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